
Measuring Guide 
For  P leated  Screen Doors
Measuring for your new Screen Door is really simple and straightforward. We recommend that you use a steel tape measure for 
accuracy (cloth ones tend to stretch) and have a pencil and paper handy. Remember that the only real difference between a recess 
or an exact fitting is the position they were measured and where it will be fitted, routed holes will for installation will be based on 
the selection made. 
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MEASURING GUIDE FROM AN INSIDE RECESS FITTING
This measurement is used when your screen is to be 
fitted inside the recess.
First ensure that the recess your screen is going into is not 
obstructed in any way so the screen work freely when fully 
extended. Look out for protruding handles and tiles. 
Measure the width from A to B and the drop from C to D (see 
diagram to the right). We recommend you do this in several 
places to allow for any slight size variation and note down the 
smallest measurements to the nearest millimetre. 

Your screen will be made to the dimensions supplied.

MEASURING GUIDE FOR AN OUTSIDE (EXACT) 
FITTING
This term is used when you want your screen to be fitted on the 
outide of your door recess.

Decide how much you want to overlap the screen on all sides - 
we recommend enough overlap for fixing points. Refer to the 
diagram on the next page for frame size if necessary.

Carefully measure the width from E to F (see the diagram to 
your right) and the drop from G to H and note down the smallest 
measurements to the nearest millimetre.

Your screen will be made to the dimensions supplied.
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Measuring Guide 
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Use the diagram bellow as reference when taking your measurements. 
Make sure when measuring for a RECESS instalation that the frame will �t at the desired position 
without clashing with any existing hardware.

Top Track  height                                        43.75mm
Locking Side width                                    22.25mm
Sliding handle + Back channel wid      75.35mm
Bottom track height                                  26.73mm
Overall frame depth                                  26.50mm


